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Code Black & Blue:
Preventing and De-Escalating Violence
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Workplace Violence
A violent act (or acts) �
including physical 
assaults or threats of 
assaults directed towards 
a person at work or while 
on duty

Patient Safety Events
Rape, assault (leading to �
death, permanent harm, 
or severe temporary 
harm), or homicide of a 
patient, staff member, 
licensed independent 
practitioner, visitor, or 
vendor while on site at 
the hospital

CDC/NIOSH, 2002

CAMH, 2017

Workplace Violence: 
A Growing Concern
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Workplace Violence Against 
Health Care Workers in the US

Type              Description          Example
I Perpetrator has no association withPerson with criminal intent

the workplace or employees commits armed robbery

II Perpetrator is a customer or patient of Intoxicated patient 
punches the workplace or employees nursing assistant

III Perpetrator is a current or former Recently fired employee
employee of the workplace assaults former supervisor

IV Perpetrator has a personal relationship Ex-husband assaults
with employees, none with the organization ex-wife at her place of 

work

Types of Workplace Violence
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2016 Healthcare Crime Survey produced by the International Healthcare Security and Safety 
Foundation (IHSSF) and reflects health care crime trends for 2012, 2013, 2014, and 2015.

Survey: Rate of Violent Crime 
Increasing in U.S. Hospitals
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Occupational Traumatic Injuries Among 
Workers in Health Care Facilities

United States, 2012-2014

Gomaa AE, et al.  Occupational Traumatic Injuries Among Workers in Health Care Facilities – 
United States, 2012-2014.  CDC Weekly.  April 24, 2015, 64(15);405-410.

Comparison of OSHA-recordable injury incidence rates per 10,000 worker-months by 
occupation groups among 112 U.S. health care facilities.  Jan. 1, 2012 – Sept. 30, 2014
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Workplace Violence Against
Health Care Workers in the US

Rates of Workplace Violence with Injury Requiring Missed 
Workdays
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“Iceberg” of Workplace Violence 
Reporting

Lost-time       Work Injury 

Verbal Hostility/Bullying

Threat of Assault

Assault

Fear/Anxiety Stress/Vigilance

Injury

Threat w/Weapon
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Disruptive and Violent Behavior 
Incident Reporting

Mario Scalora, PhD
Association of Threat Assessment Professionals, 2014
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5,910 incidents occurred in hospitals (15.6 per �
10,000)
8,990 incidents in nursing or residential care �
facilities (37.1 per 10,000)
1,790 incidents (3.7 per 10,000) in ambulatory �
care centers and offices
In 2012, a total of 2,160 episodes of workplace �
violence were reported against registered nurses
780 episodes against licensed �
practical/vocational nurses were reported

US Department of Labor, US Bureau of Labor Statistics. Table R12. Number of nonfatal occupational injuries 
and illnesses involving days away from work by occupation and selected events or exposures leading to 
illness or injury, private sector, 2012. http://www.bls.gov/news.release/osh2.nr0.htm Accessed February 23, 
2015

Workplace Violence Statistics
and Nurses

http://www.bls.gov/news.release/osh2.nr0.htm
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80% of nurses do not feel safe in their workplace �
(Peek-Asa, et al, 2009)
82% of ED nurses had been physically assaulted at �

work in one year (May and Grubbs, 2002)
25% of psychiatric nurses experienced disabling �

injures from patient assaults (Quanbeck, 2006)
Between 35-80% of hospital staff have been �

physically assaulted at least once during their 
careers (Clements, et al, 2005)

 

Workplace Violence Statistics
and Nurses (continued)

US Department of Labor, US Bureau of Labor Statistics. Table R12. Number of nonfatal occupational injuries 
and illnesses involving days away from work by occupation and selected events or exposures leading to 
illness or injury, private sector, 2012. http://www.bls.gov/news.release/osh2.nr0.htm Accessed February 23, 
2015

http://www.bls.gov/news.release/osh2.nr0.htm


11Speroni KG et al.  Incidence and Cost of Nurse Workplace Violence Perpetrated by Hospital Patients or 
Patient Visitors. Journal of Emergency Nursing, Volume 40, Issue 3, 218-228.
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Violence-Related Sentinel Events Reported to 
The Joint Commission, 2010 to 2016
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Location of Incidents at
the Hospital/Healthcare 
Facility:
The locations of incidents at 
the hospital varied, but the 
majority of incidents 
occurred in the Emergency 
Department treatment area, 
waiting areas, or 
immediately outside the ED, 
followed by inpatient areas.

Source unknown.
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Workplace Violence Against 
Health Care Workers in the US

States with Enhanced Penalties for Violence 
against Health Care Workers
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Violence Against
Health Care Workers

The 2015 Minnesota Legislature 
mandated that hospitals must 
design and implement preparedness 
and incident response plans for acts 
of violence that occur on their 
premises, and provide training to 
their staff. 

Source: MN Dept. of Health, Health Policy 
Div.,  Adverse Health Events, Sept. 2015.
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All hospitals in Minnesota must:
Designate a committee of healthcare workers to develop �

preparedness and incident response action plans to acts 
of violence
Review action plans at least annually�
Make action plans available to local law enforcement �

and, as appropriate, to collective bargaining units

Violence Against
Health Care Workers

Source: MN Dept. of Health, Health Policy 
Div.,  Adverse Health Events, Sept. 2015.
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Violence Against Health Care Workers
(continued)

All hospitals in Minnesota must:
Provide training to all healthcare workers employed or �

contracted with the hospital on safety during acts of 
violence (annually and upon hire).  Training must include, at 
a minimum:

Safety guidelines for response to and de-escalation of an act •
of violence;
Ways to identify potentially violent or abusive situations; and•
The hospital’s incident response reaction plan and violence •
prevention plan

As a part of its annual review, the hospital must review �
with the designated committee:

The effectiveness of its action plans•
The most recent gap analysis•
The number of acts of violence that occurred in the hospital •
during the previous year, as well as injuries that occurred

Source: MN Dept. of Health, Health Policy Div., Adverse Health Events, Sept. 2015.
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The organization has committed to making workplace 
violence prevention a top priority in their organization 
by agreeing to take the following actions and to support 
making the following standard practice in Minnesota: 
Declare violence prevention a priority for your organization; �
Commit to complete the “Prevention of Violence In Healthcare” �

(add link) gap analysis within 30 days;
Support the development (or continued work) of a violence �

prevention committee in your organization;
Participate in educational webinars on this topic over the next 6-9 �

months, supported by the coalition; and, 
Complete a survey in 6-9 months sharing progress and continued �

needs to shape next steps for the coalition and the campaign.

Preventing Violence in Healthcare 
Organizational Commitment

Source: MN Dept. of Health, 2016.
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Medical Center Shooting

The Medical Center �
campus covers a large 
tract of land

The hospital-owned �
Ambulatory Center (AC) 
sits across the street 
from the medical center 
and is connected by a 
pedestrian bridge
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Medical Center Shooting
(continued)

The AC consists of three stories with �
the third floor leased to private 
physician practices

On the day of the shooting, a patient, �
accompanied by his case worker, went 
to the third floor of the AC for an 
appointment 
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Medical Center Shooting
(continued)

During the visit with the psychiatrist, the �
patient became loud and argumentative

The patient fatally shot the case worker �
and injured the psychiatrist

The psychiatrist returned fire and injured �
the patient
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Pertinent Questions

Was a thorough facilities risk assessment, �
including ambulatory center, performed?
Were there prior incidents of violence by this �
patient?
What was security’s response to the �
shooting?
Was the psychiatrist permitted to carry a gun �
on medical center premises?
Could anything have been done differently to �
anticipate and prevent the tragedy?
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Science of Violent Behavior
Recent discoveries have been made about 
the invisible workings of the brain in the 
fields of social psychology, neurology, and 
epidemiology that have shed some light 
on how violent behaviors are formed.

Source:  © 2011-2016 Cure Violence.  Accessed 02-25-2016.  
http://cureviolence.org/understand-violence/science-of-violent-behavior/.  

http://cureviolence.org/understand-violence/science-of-violent-behavior/
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What does science tell us about the 
causes of violent behavior?

Most behaviors – including violent behavior – 1.
are actually acquired or learned.
Most of this learning is not intentional or 2.
classroom-based; rather, they are learned.  
Behaviors come from modeling, observing, 
imitating or copying.  (This is sometimes call 
“social learning.”)
Most of this social learning is unconscious – 3.
meaning behaviors are picked up without our 
awareness of it.

Source:  © 2011-2016 Cure Violence.  Accessed 02-25-2016.  
http://cureviolence.org/understand-violence/science-of-violent-behavior/.  

http://cureviolence.org/understand-violence/science-of-violent-behavior/
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What does science tell us about the 
causes of violent behavior?

Exposure to violence increases one’s risk of 4.
becoming violent, transmitting from one 
person to another in the same manner as a 
contagious disease.
Neurological events mediate this contagion; 5.
there are additional physiological effects from 
both witnessing and experiencing trauma 
that accelerate the contagion.
Social norms, scripts, and perceived social 6.
expectations further exacerbate this 
contagion by encouraging violent behavior to 
spread. Source:  © 2011-2016 Cure Violence.  Accessed 02-25-2016.  

http://cureviolence.org/understand-violence/science-of-violent-behavior/.  

http://cureviolence.org/understand-violence/science-of-violent-behavior/
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Risk Factors for Violence in
Health Care

The prevalence of handguns and other �
weapons among patients, their families, or 
friends
The increasing use of hospitals by police and �
the criminal justice system for criminal 
“holds” and the care of acutely disturbed, 
violent individuals
The increasing number of acute and chronic �
mentally ill patients being released from 
hospitals without follow-up care

Source:  OSHA’s Guidelines for Preventing Workplace Violence for
Health Care & Social Service Workers, 2004
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Risk Factors for Violence in
Health Care (continued)

The availability of drugs or money at �
hospitals, retail clinics, and pharmacies, 
making them likely robbery targets
Factors such as the unrestricted movement �
of the public in clinics and hospitals and long 
waits in emergency or clinic areas
The increasing presence of gang members, �
drug or alcohol abusers, trauma patients, or 
distraught family members

Source:  OSHA’s Guidelines for Preventing Workplace Violence for
Health Care & Social Service Workers, 2004
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Risk Factors for Violence in
Health Care (continued)

Low staffing levels during off shifts, �
weekends, holiday, and times of increased 
activity such as mealtimes, visiting times, 
and when staff are transporting patients
Isolated work with patients during �
examinations or treatment
Solo work, often in remote locations with no �
backup or way to get assistance, such as 
communication devices or alarm systems

Source:  OSHA’s Guidelines for Preventing Workplace Violence for
Health Care & Social Service Workers, 2004
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Risk Factors for Violence in
Health Care (continued)

Lack of staff training in recognizing and �
managing escalating hostile and assaultive 
behavior
Poorly lit parking areas�

Source:  OSHA’s Guidelines for Preventing Workplace Violence for
Health Care & Social Service Workers, 2004
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Standards related to security and �
violence prevention are reflected in 
chapters:

Environment of Care�
Emergency Management�
Leadership�
Patient Rights�

Relationship to Joint Commission 
Standards
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Standards that support a safe �
environment and culture are reflected 
in chapters:

Human Resources�
Leadership�
Provision of Care�
Performance Improvement�

Relationship to Joint Commission 
Standards

 (continued)
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Includes all accreditation programs
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Standard PC.01.02.13 applies to patients �
receiving treatment for emotional and 
behavioral disorders states that the patient 
receives an assessment that would include 
“maladaptive or other behaviors that create a 
risk to patients or others.”
PC.03.05.03 states: For hospitals that use Joint �
Commission accreditation for deemed status 
purposes: The use of restraint and seclusion is 
in accordance with a written modification to 
the patient’s plan of care.

Restraining Violent Patients
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There is no standard regarding tazers.  CMS CoP 482.13 �
(e) states: CMS does not consider the use of weapons in 
the application of restraint or seclusion as a safe, 
appropriate health care intervention.  For the purposes 
of this regulation, the term “weapon” includes, but is not 
limited to, pepper spray, mace, nightsticks, tazers, cattle 
prods, stun guns, and pistols.  Security staff may carry 
weapons as allowed by hospital policy, and State and 
Federal law.  However, the use of weapons by security 
staff is considered a law enforcement action, not a 
health care intervention.  CMS does not support the use 
of weapons by any hospital staff as a means of subduing 
a patient in order to place that patient in restraint or 
seclusion.

CMS Position On Weapons
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Managing the Media:
Prepare in Advance
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Increased use of alcohol and/or illegal �
drugs
Unexplained increase in �
absenteeism; vague physical 
complaints
Noticeable decrease in attention to �
appearance and hygiene
Depression/withdrawal�
Resistant and overreaction to �
changes in policy and procedures
Repeated violations of company �
policies
Increased severe mood swings�
Noticeably unstable, emotional �
responses
Explosive outbursts of anger or rage �
without provocation

Suicidal; comments about “putting �
things in order”
Behavior which is suspect of �
paranoia (“everybody is against 
me”)
Increasingly talks of problems at �
home
Escalation of domestic problems into �
the workplace; severe financial 
problems
Talk of previous incidents of violence�
Empathy with individuals committing �
violence
Increase in unsolicited comments �
about firearms, other dangerous 
weapons, and violent crimes

Source: DHS Active Shooter Booklet

Recognizing Potential Workplace Violence
Indicators of Potential Violence by an Employee
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Balancing Staff Safety and Patient 
Rights

Patient Rights & Restraint-
Free Environment

Staff (and other) Safety 
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Source: http://www.brighamandwomens.org/publicaffairs/images/bulletin2013/activeshooterscreengrab.jpg

http://www.brighamandwomens.org/publicaffairs/images/bulletin2013/activeshooterscreengrab.jpg
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Allocate resources fairly with special consideration given �
to the most vulnerable locations
Limit harm to the extent possible.  With limited resources, �
healthcare professionals may not be able to meet the 
needs of all involved.
Treat all patients with respect and dignity, regardless of �
the level of care that can continue to be provided to 
them.
Prepare to decide to discontinue care to those who may �
not be able to be brought to safety in consideration of 
those who can
Realize some individuals who are able to avoid the �
incident will choose to remain in dangerous areas.  
Consider how to react to those situations.
To the extent possible, think about the needs of others as �
well as yourself.  Consider the greater good as well as 
your own needs.

Ethical Challenges
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Application of Lessons Learned
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Joint Commission Suggested Actions to 
Prevent Assault, Rape, and Homicide in 

Health Care Settings

Work with the security department to audit �
the risk of violence
Identify strengths and weaknesses and make �
improvements to the facility’s violence-
prevention program
Take extra security precautions (points of �
access)

Source:  Sentinel Event Alert, June 3, 2010
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Joint Commission Suggested Actions to 
Prevent Assault, Rape, and Homicide in 

Health Care Settings (continued)

Work with the HR department to make sure it �
thoroughly prescreens job applicants and 
establishes and follows procedures for 
conducting background checks of prospective 
employees and staff

For clinical staff, the HR department also –
verifies the clinician’s record with 
appropriate boards of registration and 
practitioner data banks

Source:  Sentinel Event Alert, June 3, 2010
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Joint Commission Suggested Actions to 
Prevent Assault, Rape, and Homicide in 

Health Care Settings (continued)

Confirm that the HR department ensures that �
procedures for disciplining and firing 
employees minimize the chance of provoking 
a violent reaction
Require appropriate staff members to �
undergo training in responding to patients’ 
family members who are agitated and 
potentially violent

Source:  Sentinel Event Alert, June 3, 2010
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Joint Commission Suggested Actions to 
Prevent Assault, Rape, and Homicide in 

Health Care Settings (continued)

Ensure that procedures for responding to �
incidents of workplace violence (e.g., 
notifying department managers or security, 
activating codes) are in place that 
employees received instruction on these 
procedures
Encourage employees and other staff to �
report any incident of violent activity and 
any perceived threats of violence

Source:  Sentinel Event Alert, June 3, 2010
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Joint Commission Suggested Actions to 
Prevent Assault, Rape, and Homicide in 

Health Care Settings (continued)

Educate supervisors that all reports of �
suspicious behavior or threats by another 
employee must be treated seriously and 
thoroughly investigated

Train supervisors to recognize when an –
employee or patient may be experiencing 
behaviors related to domestic violence 
issues

Source:  Sentinel Event Alert, June 3, 2010
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Joint Commission Suggested Actions to 
Prevent Assault, Rape, and Homicide in 

Health Care Settings (continued)

Ensure that counseling programs for �
employees who become victims of 
workplace crime or violence are in place
Report the crime to appropriate law �
enforcement officers
Recommend counseling and other support �
to patients and visitors who may be affected 
by the violent act
Review the event and make changes to �
prevent future occurrences

Source:  Sentinel Event Alert, June 3, 2010
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OSHA requires employers to mitigate or �
prevent “recognizable hazards” which 
include workplace violence by:

Insuring employees are involved and –
educated on process
Evaluating worksites to ensure safety –
requirements are met

OSHA

Hazard prevention through the use of “panic alarms” or metal –
detectors
Safety and Health Training is provided–
Compliance with the program must be documented –
OSHA fined a hospital $78,000 for ‘dozens’ of incidents –
involving patients and staff; one nurse sustained severe brain 
injuries
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AONE-ENA Mitigating Violence in 
the Workplace

Guiding Principles�
Recognition that violence can and does 1.
happen anywhere
Healthy work environments promote positive 2.
patient outcomes
All aspects of violence (patient, family and 3.
lateral) must be addressed
A multidisciplinary team, including patients 4.
and families, is required to address workplace 
violence

Source: AONE-ENA White Paper, April 2015. Accessed May 2015. 
http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
  

http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
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AONE-ENA Mitigating Violence in 
the Workplace (continued)

Everyone in the organization is accountable for 5.
upholding foundational behavior standards, 
regardless of position or discipline
When members of the health care team 6.
identify an issue that contributes to violence in 
the workplace, they have an obligation to 
address it
Intention, commitment and collaboration of 7.
nurses with other health care professionals at 
all levels are needed to create a culture shift
Addressing workplace violence may increase 8.
the effectiveness of nursing practice and 
patient care Source: AONE-ENA White Paper, April 2015. Accessed May 2015. 

http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
  

http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
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Five Priority Focus Areas�
Foundational behaviors to make this –
framework work:

Respectful communication, including active 1.
listening
Mutual respect demonstrated by all (i.e., 2.
members of the multidisciplinary team, 
patients, visitors and administrators)
Honesty, trust and beneficence3.

Source: AONE-ENA White Paper, April 2015. Accessed May 2015. 
http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
  

AONE-ENA Mitigating Violence in 
the Workplace (continued)

http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
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Five Priority Focus Areas�
Essential elements of a zero-tolerance framework:–

Top-down approach supported and observed by an 2.
organization’s board and C-Suite
Enacted policy defining what actions will not be tolerated, 3.
as well as specific consequences for infractions to the 
policy
Policy is clearly understood and equally observed by 4.
every person in the organization (i.e., leadership, 
multidisciplinary team, staff, patients and families)
Lateral violence is prohibited, regardless of role or 5.
position of authority (i.e., the standard of behavior is the 
same for doctors, nurses, staff and administration)

Source: AONE-ENA White Paper, April 2015. Accessed May 2015. 
http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
  

AONE-ENA Mitigating Violence in 
the Workplace (continued)

http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
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Five Priority Focus Areas�
Essential elements to ensuring ownership and accountability:–

Personal accountability, meaning everyone in the organization is 3.
responsible for reporting and responding to incidences of violence
Zero-tolerance policy is developed with input from staff at every 4.
level in the organization, thus ensuring staff co-own the process 
and expectations
Universal standards of behavior are clearly defined and every 5.
person in the organization (including patients and families) is held 
equally accountable
Incidents of violence are reported immediately to persons of 6.
authority, through the chain of command, to ensure immediate 
enforcement of the zero-tolerance policy

Source: AONE-ENA White Paper, April 2015. Accessed May 2015. 
http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
  

AONE-ENA Mitigating Violence in 
the Workplace (continued)

http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
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Five Priority Focus Areas�
Essential elements of training and education on –
workplace violence

Organizational and personal readiness to learn4.
Readily available, evidence-based and organizationally-5.
supported tools and interventions
Skilled/experience facilitators who understand the 6.
audience and specific issues
Training on early recognition and de-escalation of potential 7.
violence in both individuals and environments
Health care specific case studies with simulations to 8.
demonstrate actions in situations of violence

Source: AONE-ENA White Paper, April 2015. Accessed May 2015. 
http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
  

AONE-ENA Mitigating Violence in 
the Workplace (continued)

http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
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Five Priority Focus Areas�
Outcome metrics of the program’s success–

Top ranked staff and patient safety scores5.
Incidence of harm from violent behavior decreases6.
Entire organization (staff) reports feeling “very safe” on 7.
the staff engagement survey
Patients and families report feeling safe in the health care 8.
setting
Staff feels comfortable reporting incidents and involving 9.
persons of authority
The organization reflects the following culture change 10.

indicators: employers are engaged, employees are 
satisfied, and HCAHPS scores increase

Source: AONE-ENA White Paper, April 2015. Accessed May 2015. 
http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
  

AONE-ENA Mitigating Violence in 
the Workplace (continued)

http://www.aone.org/resources/PDFs/Mitigating_Violence_GP_final.pdf
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De-Escalating Violence
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Tips for Creating a Safe and 
Caring Hospital

Encourage and promote courteous interactions�
Pay attention to behavioral warning signs�
Consider objects that could be used as �
weapons
Practice and promote a team approach�
Assess your environment�
Trust your instincts�
Educate staff about relevant response protocol�

Source:  Crisis Prevention Institute, Inc.
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CPI’s Top 10 De-Escalation Tips

Source:  ©2016 CPI.  Crisis prevention.com.  Accessed 02-25-2016.
http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-
Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips   

Be Empathic and Nonjudgmental1.
When someone says or does something you perceive 
as weird or irrational, try not to judge or discount 
their feelings.  Whether or not you think those 
feelings are justified, they’re real to the other 
person. Pay attention to them.

Keep in mind that whatever the person is going 
through, it may be the most important thing in 
their life at the moment.

http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips
http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips
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CPI’s Top 10 De-Escalation Tips

Source:  ©2016 CPI.  Crisis prevention.com.  Accessed 02-25-2016.
http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-
Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips   

Respect Personal Space2.
If possible, stand 1.5 to three feet away from a person 
who’s escalating.  Allowing person space tends to 
decrease a person’s anxiety and can help you prevent 
acting-out behavior.

If you must enter someone’s personal space to 
provide care, explain your actions so the person 
feels less confused and frightened.

http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips
http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips
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When Interacting With An 
Agitated Person . . .

If possible, before interacting with the �
agitated person, call for help so that 
help is on the way

Place yourself (always keep yourself) �
between the person and the exit
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CPI’s Top 10 De-Escalation Tips

Source:  ©2016 CPI.  Crisis prevention.com.  Accessed 02-25-2016.
http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-
Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips   

Use Nonthreatening Nonverbals3.
The more a person loses control, the less they hear 
your words – and the more they react to your 
nonverbal communication.  Be mindful of your 
gestures, facial expressions, movements, and tone of 
voice.

Keeping your tone and body language neutral will 
go a long way toward defusing a situation.

http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips
http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips
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CPI’s Top 10 De-Escalation Tips

Source:  ©2016 CPI.  Crisis prevention.com.  Accessed 02-25-2016.
http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-
Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips   

Avoid Overreacting4.
Remain calm, rational, and professional.  While you 
can’t control the person’s behavior, how you respond 
to their behavior will have a direct effect on whether 
the situation escalates or defuses.

Positive thoughts like “I can handle this” and “I 
know what to do” will help you maintain your 
own rationality and calm the person down.

http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips
http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips
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CPI’s Top 10 De-Escalation Tips

Source:  ©2016 CPI.  Crisis prevention.com.  Accessed 02-25-2016.
http://www.crisisprevention.com/media/CPI/resources/CPI-s-Top-10-De-
Escalation-Tips/CPI-s-Top-10-De-Escalation-Tips   

Focus On Feelings5.
Facts are important, but how a person feels is the 
heart of the matter.  Yet some people have trouble 
identifying how they feel about what’s happening to 
them.
Watch and listen carefully for the person’s real 
message.  
Try saying something like, “That must be scary.”  
Supportive words like these will let the person know 
that you understand what’s happening – and you may 
get a positive response.
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Ignore Challenging Questions6.
Answering challenging questions often results in a 
power struggle.  When a person challenges your 
authority, redirect their attention to the issue at hand.

Ignore the challenge, but not the person.  Bring 
their focus back to how you can work together to 
solve the problem.
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Set Limits7.
If a person’s behavior is belligerent, defensive, or 
disruptive, give them clear, simple, and enforceable 
limits.  Offer concise and respectful choices and 
consequences.

A person who’s upset may not be able to focus on 
everything you say.  Be clear, speak simply, and 
offer the positive choice first.
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Choose Wisely What You Insist Upon8.
It’s important to be thoughtful in deciding which rules 
are negotiable and which are not.  For example, if a 
person doesn’t want to shower in the morning, can 
you allow them to choose the time of day that feels 
best for them?

If you can offer a person options and flexibility, 
you may be able to avoid unnecessary 
altercations.
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Allow Silence For Reflection9.
We’ve all experienced awkward silences.  While it may 
seem counterintuitive to let moments of silence occur, 
sometimes it’s the best choice.  It can give a person a 
chance to reflect on what’s happening, and how he or 
she needs to proceed.

Believe it or not, silence can be a powerful 
communication tool.
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Allow Time For Decisions10.
When a person is upset, they may not be able to 
think clearly.  Give them a few moments to think 
through what you’ve said.

A person’s stress rises when they feel rushed.  
Allowing time bring calm.
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Summary:
Systems Improvements and 

Follow-Up Actions
Use website resources (Joint Commission, AHA, OSHA)�
Develop an Organizational Safety Policy�
Improve staff reporting of potential safety risks�
Complete a Safety Risk Assessment�
Enhance Video Surveillance�
Implement Mental Health First Aid Training�
Implement Crisis Emergency Response Team Training �
Program
Implement CDC/NIOSH Violence Prevention and �
Colleague Safety Program
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Selected Resources
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Safety and Health Management 
System: Summary

Safety and Health Management 
System

Overview Work Place Violence Prevention 
Element

Management and Leadership Communicate commitment to safety and health, 
document performance, make WPVP a top priority, 
establish goals and objectives, provide resources 
and support and set a good  example. 

Management commitment and worker participation

Employee Participation Employees are involved in all aspects of the 
program, feel free to communicate and report safety 
concerns to management.

Management commitment and worker participation

Hazard Identification and Assessment Policies and procedures are in place to continuously 
evaluate risks. There are initial and ongoing 
assessment of hazards and controls.

Work site analysis and hazard identification

Hazard Prevention and Control Processes, procedures and programs are 
implemented to eliminate or control work place 
violence. Progress is tracked.

Hazard prevention and control

Education and Training All employees have education and  training on 
hazard identification and controls and their 
responsibilities under the program.

Safety and health training

System Evaluation and Improvement Processes are established to monitor the systems 
performance, verify implementation, identify 
deficiencies and opportunities for improvement and 
take actions to improve overall safety and health 
performance.

Record keeping and program evaluation

Source: OSHA “Work Place Violence and Related Goals: The Big Picture” 2016
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Violence Prevention and Response Training Options
*Please note this list is not exhaustive*

Source: MN Dept. of Health, 2016.
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